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Welcome to the Official Site of OsbornePro Technology


Providing open-source solutions and resources for all your Information Technology and Security needs.


View Projects
Subscribe on YouTube
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OsbornePro Resources

Open-Source Content
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EncrypIT - for Encrypting File System Users

Make the life of Encrypting File System (EFS) users easier with this GUI.

Check it Out
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B.T.P.S Security Package - for Admin Visibility

Create visibility through items such as honey-pots and event notifications to be aware of happenings in your network.

Check it Out
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ReversePowerShell - for Pen-Testing Engagements

PowerShell module containing cmdlets to create listeners & establish and detect shells.

Check it Out
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CybereasonAPI - for Blue Team Investigations

PowerShell module containing cmdlets to communicate with Cybereason performing response and investigative actions.

Check it Out
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My Hack The Box Profile - tobor

View my activity and achievements on the Hack The Box penetration testing educational platform.

Check it Out
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Hack The Box Writeups

Dive into my detailed breakdowns of retired Hack The Box machines to sharpen your offensive security and investigative skills.

Check it Out
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Configuration Templates

Git repository storing templates for securing services and applications. These will likely still require some modification as all scenarios can not be predicted.

Check it Out
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YouTube Channel

Subscribe to OsbornePro TV

Subscribe to OsbornePro TV and become an OP Hacker. Our goal is to guide you in securely configuring protocols and services within your environment by employing real-world scenarios, rather than relying solely on superficial demonstrations of functionality.

	Config File Templates
	In-Depth Videos
	Command References
	Step-by-Steps


	Courses Coming Soon!
	Cool Merchandise



Subscribe Now
















Technology We Know

Some vendors we have experience with
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Why are we here?

Threat actors and cyber criminals are a constant in the modern world

Small businesses remain a primary target for cyber attacks due to often lacking the necessary IT knowledge for robust protection. OsbornePro is committed to crafting resources tailored for businesses of all sizes, empowering them to defend against threats and safeguard our collective job security.




2K+

Subscribers







17M+

Global Threats







18K+

Watch Hours
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Topics We Cover

Comprehensive Security Solutions Tailored to Various Areas of IT

Our goal is to deliver effortlessly deployable solutions without compromising on stringent security measures.
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Cyber Security

Offensive methods to discover vulnerabilities in your network.
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Network Security

Protect the integrity, confidentiality, and availability of transmitted data.
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Web Security

Safeguard sensitive data and maintain user trust.
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Physical Security

Equally crucial as software security.



























	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	






Comment from YouTube Viewers

	
	
	
	
	


"This was a fantastically explained video and very much what I am currently working on. Thank you for this and definitely subscribing for more of the same."


@RichardGailey

Securing SMB









Comment from YouTube Viewers

	
	
	
	
	


"Rob i shared your channel in my groups on whatsapp and telegran, here in Brazil we use more whattsapp than Telegram. My main commemts is about you always answer our question and content is very very good, the best i'd say.."


@RodrigoLelesMiranda

Securing LDAP over SSL









Comment from YouTube Viewers

	
	
	
	
	


"Rob, thank you so much for sharing this content. Configuring radius auth for Sophos AP's was a breeze thanks to you."


@Townaset

Securing RADIUS with EAP-TLS









Comment from YouTube Viewers

	
	
	
	
	


“best video about AppArmor.”


@sj314

Getting Started With AppArmor









Comment from YouTube Viewers

	
	
	
	
	


"well explained, thank you"


@youcsef

Securing DNS (DNSSEC, DoH, LLMNR, NetBIOS, LMHOSTS)
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"Excellent content! Thank you for sharing so much knowledge!"


@richardrfb

Securing FTP over SSL









Comment from YouTube Viewers

	
	
	
	
	


"Oh man how much I would love for Rob to post more videos more often, he's an absolute Gem. Love everything you do here. Just wish if you could do more if time allows it"


@hermonkidane1503

Securing the Local Admin Account (LAPS Password Manager)









Comment from YouTube Viewers

	
	
	
	
	


"Excelente video!!! Great Video, and real life use case. Thanks a Lot"


@yanluislaya8519

Securing SSH (OpenSSH Linux)









Comment from YouTube Viewers

	
	
	
	
	


"@OsborneProLLC it's been a while since you made a content, just wanted to let you know how valuable and practical your videos are, just wish there were more."


@hermonkidane1503

How to Configure Secure Dynamic DNS









Comment from YouTube Viewers

	
	
	
	
	


"Fantastic video on securing RDP sessions. I am learning a lot from you. Thank you."


@ifscale3

Securing RDP (Cover Home and Domain Networks)









Comment from YouTube Viewers

	
	
	
	
	


"Thank you for this great tutorial. Have tried several hours unsuccessfully the implementation and with your help solved the problem in 20min."


@busterg5

Securing RADIUS with EAP-TLS
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Dedicated to creating OP Hackers through the use of blogs, videos, and open-source code.
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